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the other two reasons for going for 64 bit operating system is the software development and the graphic card. when you are developing software, then the number of concurrent connections will be an important factor for you. to develop a software in a quick time, you need a big computer with the powerful 64 bit operating system. as far as
as graphic card, we are talking a very large graphic card, which can support nearly unlimited concurrent connection. a 64 bit operating system is the reason you need a 64 bit graphic card. but beware, it requires a very powerful graphic card, you cannot use a cheap one. if you dont have a powerful graphic card, you can go for 32 bit
operating system as a compromise solution. apple a preferred operating system for the latest computer from apple. using operating system or program from apple requires a very powerful graphic card. if you want to make an investment in a computer, it is the best choice. so why now the eager anticipation for project sam's latest effort? the
answer is simple, two words.. nks! even as many have benefitted from this feature already, no doubt those still on the fence will quickly make their choice on its addition, though i doubt many will be left in the door! the extra 'keyswitchable legato' capabilities are just one more strand that adds to the legacy of this program, that for me will
never, ever be topped, but why, you ask? simple, there is nothing else like them. without trying to devalue the nks facility for adding legato lines and so on, i firmly believe it is the keyswitching facility that stands apart and without which you are just that little bit short of a true symphobia. now, you might argue that the legato commands in
the parameter controls are just as effective, but i do not believe that, even with reducing the attack speed or the rate at which articulations last for example, legato control is the ultimate solution and, therefore, the nks also (cue the ears "wow"! announcement sound) acts a release valve for control that is traditional and familiar while at the
same time moving the symphony to a level that will be new for many, perhaps not new, but never before experienced. the results, as you will soon find out, are both very rich and very diverse and able to easily, though not necessarily easily, be applied in a number of ways and situations, but above all else, it adds a beautiful new dimension
to playing and produces a level of flexibility that is just not available anywhere else.
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